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A collection of moI~c~~es-lias often h choice bctwee44 coinpeting (i.s.; alternative) modes of evolution. It is CUS-, 

tomary to handle srtch Rroblems tkough rate equations,‘thereby concluding that the branching ratio is determined 
., 

..’ 
by the r&rive rates of the cbmpeting processes. Ihe grouping axiom of informatioctheory is used to provide an al- 

. . ternative point of view, namely that the choice is based omthe need tb maximize the entropy, subject to known con- 
straints. The thennodyriami,c interpretation and suggested applications are a!so considered. 

‘. 
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._. ; 
1. Introduction 

: : 
Chemical reactions, and rate processes in general, 

cln ofter! proce.ed.~ong alternative (competing) paths 
[I ] ;’ The ~RaI.~utcornes will then differ. A reaction 

.may, for.example, yield either grou,nd state or elec- 
tronically, elicited products [2] . A large organic mole- 
&de Frpmoted to an excited singlet state may fluoresce 

but cqaiso undergo radiationless transitions lo a trip- 
:.!et state [3]. An energy hch poIy.atorriic mole&e may : 
.‘isomeriie or.not. Many other examples readily come 
to.mind. it is possiblk to characterize.the preference 
(0~ lack thereof) for any particular route by a ‘rate 
constant’, such thar if two routes are open, the frac- 
fion ,of products from the fust route is just k, /(k, + 

_.kz)_ Wh& .this provides 6 basis for quantitative meas-’ 
‘urements and the subsequent search for systematic 
trends, the mterpretation, (and’ ultimately, prediction) 

.,of such brariching ratios from ftist principles is not al- 
ivays e&f.. 

In this letter we outline an~alternative approach lo .‘, 
the interpretat+ of branching rattos. We jtake es the ” 
starting point the, grouping axi0.m cf info~ation thee-- 
ry [4] and asour basic tenet that, the branching ratio 

.,.’ 
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is deterrJined sd as to maximize the entropy, subject. 
to all the constraints in the prob!em. We shall more. 
over show ‘t_hat.this approach can be justified using the ‘. 
concept of a thermodynamic weight. [5]. In other 

words, we shall provide a thermodynamic interpreta- 
tion of a.branching ratio. In a sense to be made precise 
below, we shall show that the fractional yield (and 
hence the rate) for any particular path is proportional,. 
to the ‘volume in phase space’ accessible to it. Seeming- 
ly, we are making highly unreasonable claims. Yet, 
within our definitions, the claim is valid, with support- 
ing expe~ental evidence. .’ 

A more limited version of the present approach has 
already been extensively documented and employed in 
the analysti of experimental results [6-x]. One could. 
derive the present conclusions by an extension._ We 
have choker-r an alternative derivation since a modified 
approach often provideS additional insight.-in section 
5 below vre show ‘how our previous results are a parti- 
cular-case of the present formulation1 : 

2. The grouping axiom. ‘. 

..’ 
Tq redyrce the ,diff&ent p&i& problems to a corn- 

mon frameivork we choose the foilowirig’schematic for- j 
mulation, [4] ; The,results of theexperiment (say, many 
independent binary .;ollisions) &e divided i,nto two ‘. 
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(mutually exclusive) youps A and B. (mus, A may be 

the set of collisions where reaction failed to occur and 
B ?he set of reactive-collisions.) In general, we can, if 

we want to, resolve the events within each group into 
smaller ‘bins’. (Thus, within group B, the group of re- 
active collisions, we can’classify the outcomes accord- 

ing to the vibrational energy of the products, etc.) Let 
there be m different classifications (‘bins’) for the 
events in group-A and II bins in group B. A particular 
outcome may. thus be classified into any one of the 
n + m bins. We designate by Pi the fraction (i.e., the 
probability) of results that are classified into the ith 
bin, i = 1,2.. ., nz + II. Taking the fist vz bins (i.e., i = 
I, 2,. . ., m) as the group A, we have that the probabili- 
ty, p, of the group is given by 

Ph) with the distribution within group A and similar- 
ly for group B. Explicitly 

S, =&$rP;, (4) 
i=l 

$=I, 0) 

and similarly for group B. 
The grouping axiom is the reasonable’requirement 

that the uncertainty S associated with the experiment 
could be evaluated as the uncertainty associated with 

deciding between the two.groups plus the (weighed) 
uncertainty of the two groups 

.p=&. (1) 
s=s(p, 1 -p)tpS,+(l -p&$. (6) 

j=l ’ 

In words, the probability of the group is the sum of 
the probabilities of the individual events in the group. 
p is the probability we.want to determine. 

Given that we have chosen an event from group A 
the probability that it is in the ith bin is. 

Here S@, 1 - p), is the uncertainty which is eliminated 
when we specify either of the two groups (often termed 

‘the mixing entropy’). Explicitly 

S@, 1 -P)=-k[plnp+(l -p)ln(l,-p)]. (7) 

Pi” = PJp, i= l,...,nz, (2) 

which is just Bayer.’ theorem. Similar results apply to 
group B. 

It is easy to verify that the explicit rest&s (3), (4) and. 
(7) do satisfy the grouping axiom. 

For later reference we note that if we partition the 
outcomes into several groups 7, y = 1,. . ., r then 

In general, the experiment will not lead to products 
all in the same bin. Rather, there will be a distribution 

of the outcomes. There will therefore be an uncertain- 
ty associated r&h the distribution [4]. We can then 
associate with the experiment an entropy S(P1,. . .) 
P ,,,+,,) which is a function of the probabilities Pi. In 
the simplest case* it is given by [6] (k is Boltzmanc’s 
constant) ., 

n+;r1 
S=-kx Pi’nPi. (3) 

i=l 

The discussion below does not require &e explicit al- 
gorithm (3). All that is required is that S be a measure 
of the uncertainty (or lack of definitiveness) of the 

s=qPTs,+s@l,....P,). 0) 

Here S, is the entropy for the distribution within the 

group y and Sbl,. . ., p,) is the ‘mixing’ entropy 

S@ 1,. . . ; P,) =‘-kCp71wt. (9) 
Y 

The grouping axiom has a simple thermodynamic~in- 
terpretation. Consider N outcomes, with Ni outcomes 
inthebini,i=1,2 ,...: 7?r + n. Then the therrnodynam- 

ic weight WAB is [5] 
m+n 

WAB =N!/. n (Ay!l (10) 
j=l 

distribution of possible outcomes. 
,It is also possible to associate a measure SA(Pf , . . . , 

: 

In a similar fashion, iflv, outcomes belong to the 
group A, its thermodynamic weight is 

* .This applies when the index i refers to a single quantum state. W,=N,!, ?-I (NJ! (II) 

If i refers to a grcup of states, a simple modification of (3) 
i=l 

_ is required [6] , as given in eq. (3i) below. and similarly for group B. It is clear that 
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..; . ..‘. 
wni.bc: shoti to’bc a p&.&n fui-ztion, of a pa&Mar. 

.., _” .- “_. 
:. .-,‘ : ., type.’ Ex&icitly MnZ, is.the ‘internaF contribution-to 

;_,. :& =jir!~jy&lrB!: ‘1 ‘::,‘: yi .I’. ‘., : (is)’ ‘.’ .’ the group entiocy,‘& the Sense o’feq.,(30) below. ‘. 
,_:- _. .’ ., ” 7, .(‘,_ The result’{1 6) looks&y much like thennbdynam- 

: ‘~.,,l&no;vdefi& :‘. ,: ., ‘.‘: : 
,: ,._ 

its. PiTat isnqt.suI$ising considering that it can be ,de. 
‘. :‘_ ,’ ri\ied directly .from (12).and {I 4). We ‘recall. ihat the 

:: ..s=$lw. &&Q, .;, ‘, : - ; (i4). .therm~ldy.nami$ weight FLAB is the ‘number ofcom7’ 
‘. .,’ ‘. : ,.. .., :plexions’, i.e., &e number-of distinguishabIe resu!t$for 

-. ,‘wk retioirer’(using Sti&& ~ppr&imat$n) eq; (6); giveri y&e? ofthe @stribtition numbersNi; When a” 
.‘--,. she, in the limit of a largeN, JJ = NA/N. very la;&numb&N of outcomes have been recorded; ‘, 

.“. .: ,‘_ _:.:. .I_. .one particular set of distribution numbers Ni becomes.’ 
“ 

., &tic+ mc& probable: AU we.have’hone io obtain (16) 
“-3.‘.The decis&*Ie 

,...’ 
is to determine p for ‘that maximal rY,, . In other words 

‘, :,; 
,. (18) is’ the solution of ?lwa/@ = 0 in the limit N + 00, ; 

T@e & itf the oiesknt note is to determine $ tile ..‘_ This procedure is not restricted to,eq~ib~um situa: 
fraction of &cc&e; which belong tb classif’icat~on A’ fions R,X is it applicable only to moIe&les*,. : 
(eig;,,ejectro nit groundstate‘reaction products). We We turn next to the bxplicit role of constraints. 
‘propose’.thatp is dktezminecl as that value whi&iwili ‘: 
‘maximize the entropy, subject to known constraints*. .” 
As B’simpk exampIe consider first the case when al,I the 4. Co&traints . 
binS within the group_?re equally. probable, Pf = l/m .' 

and Pp ,= 1 f~. Then,SA = Mnm and similarly for SR. ‘. ., To deterrnine‘&e bra&@ ratio bne vaiies the prob- 
-:,Sinci::‘.‘. ... ,. abilities of the individual outcomes so as EO achieve an 
:. : extremum of 5’,., The rz + nt different probabilities Pi 

as@,:!‘.~p>lap=.~ln[(2 -.p>lp’j,‘. . . . :, (15) ‘cannot be varied as jnde~e~dent variables due to the 
ever-prc-sent nomialization condition. There a;e thus 

., We obtain’from (15) and (6) that the branching ratio at most n f nz - 1 independent uanations; Rather &an 
is given by p/(1 - p)‘= m/n or p = m](m + n). This cot- vary the Pi’s we can vary‘p arid the probabilities within 
forms to the tie!1 tried rule of thumb of chemical ki- the groups (Pp and PF). Since the Trobabilities within 
netics that in the abskncb of hny information the most each group are normalized, eq. (51, there are (m’- 1) 
reasonable assumption is that the bran&@ riitio equals C (n - I ) iridependelit variations within the groups, 
the ratio &f.ihe mimbei of quantum states in the two ., pIus the variation of p;rz f nr - 1 in a& In other.tiords, 

.‘&oups (or; in &assical language, the rat:3 of available when WC vary p, we need to impose the riormalizatidn 
volumes in phase space),” conditicn on each grolip separate!y. 
. . -Ln the simpie case we consideied the group entropies Fe variations in the probabilities rn& be further 

were independent ofj7. In-&e gened case they need cor&rai;led by the need to conserve ndt just the nor- 
I$ be. The &nemi rest& obtained Corn (6) is . malization but also th” qxpectation value,of other, non- 

: . . ‘.... trivial quantities (e.g., the energy). We can distinguish 
‘p/(1’ - + =‘ZJzp. ‘( ; “W, twi possibiJities; The first, and simpler case, is when 

.’ 
-,. the average value of some attribute is specified sepa- ‘, 

Her&ii;defineci by .. ,. ” : .‘, : __ rately fdr the two groups. ?Y’hus.if &i) is the value of 
,’ ,.‘, 

‘_, I ‘. ‘,, 

,* & ot$or words,~if the predicted > sgrkcs witi tl&exper&en- 
,, .,. 

.? Consider throwing~d~&tc&-~er. Surely ~ls’N~-~,‘the ,. 
td rpih t_hi: ronstraintr havk be@n’coirdcL!y iden&d. If .,‘. bran&&g ratio fbr even WINS odd faces s&l& bcwn (to ‘. 

‘, not, there axe additional donstrsints,tIkt need to be identii’ ‘, l/2 ih,tlre absenb’of jnfo:mati~n,>uge&ng foaded,$x or 
fied..Either ‘wsy, oni i@&&xd i&&t. ., ’ ,T ‘,, : ; o?hcrwise). ‘,’ ‘. ;. ‘, : ,: ..- ,. y. ..: ;. 
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propcrty’g for the.state i, its average value for.the 
group A is 

@),LCg(i*. (18) 
i 

It is important to note that the value of(g)), is un- 
changed’when we vary p’and similarly for @)B. One 
can readily show that if normalization and a given val- 
ue of @)A are imposed as constraints S, will be 2 func- 
tion of( [5,9) and hence will br: independent of p. 
A similar conclusion holds when we constrain several 
averages (s2y (gj,, r = 1,2,. . .) over group A and sim- 
ilarly for group E. 

When the constraints apply separately to the two. 
groups, aS,,$Jp = 0, X = A, B, and (16) yields .for the 
branching ratio 

P/U - P) = exp KS* - SB)/k] . w 

If only intragroup constraints are invoked, each 
group can be handled separately and the usual expres- 
sions for entrbpy apply. Explicitly [.5,9] 

QA = Cexe ~--Z&zTCO] 
i L T 

and the 1,‘s are determined by 

WA = -ah-qfah,. (22) 

Similar results hold for group B, 
When there are only intragroup constraints [of the .- 

type (W h we ave thus obtained an explicit expres- 
sion for the branching ratio, (19), in terms of the known 
averages (gJk and @aB. The algorithm is clear. Con- 
sider the partition function QA, eq. (21), as a function 
of the X,3. Use !h6. known values of &>A, r = 1,2,. . . 
to determine the magnitude of the h,‘s, eq. (22). Use 
these values in eq. (20) to determine S,. Repeat for 
group B. 

The second type of constraint affects both groups. 
Here we 0nIy constrain the average v&e of some at- 
tribute E over the entire set of outcoaes 

c&s which is carried out isotheknally. Here only the 
average value.of the energy is prescribed, but not the 
fraction of energy within each group. Thus, in the pre- 
sence of an intergroup cotistraint, we seek the maxi- 

mum ofS subject to dW = 0. However, we do not con- 
strain dW, ‘nor d(E), . To seaich for the constrained 
maximum we introduce a Lagrange multiplier P and re- 
quire that ciS - kpd<n = 0. Using eqs. (6) and (2?), 
the station&y v&e of p is determined from 

as@, i -pyap is, - s, - kp(mA - ma) = 0. 
(24) 

To complete th,e’argJment we differentiate (23) 
with respect to p holding (E, constant. Then 

Finally, when.@? is imposed as a conserved value in ad- 
dition to the intragroup variables, (20) is modified to 

S, = kP0, + k c Ar(g)A + klnQA. cm 
I- 

‘Thus, using (25 j and (26) 

Substituting (27) in (24) completes the expression ior 
the branching ratio 

P/O - P> = qp,. w 

Our derivation has provided an explicii dgoiithm for 
the Z’s, 

WJ 

If there are nq intragroup constraints, 2, is simpIy the 
partition, function for group A. O’therwise, using (26) 

m-m 
” = C EiPi=.pcE),* ’ (’ -p)cE)B’ (23) 

+I 

The most .typ&l extiple of such a .constraint is a pro- 
. 

, 

klnz, = klnQA + k 2 h$QA, (30) 
r 

and this result is valid in genti&, ikespective of tile 
number of distinct intergroup constraints. 

The explicit algorithm for Z,, and hence for the 
brariching ratio is the central result of this note. One. 
can either interpret Z*‘as a partition function [cf. eq. 
(22)] -or, from eq. (30) as that contribution to the en- 
tropy. which is.‘int&al’ to *be group. 
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,(,. ;- rea!,nri why,a si&lar analysis tit-mot be applied to more 
:_. . . . 
: ..,‘, The a~.~lysis.of~lternative &odes o~er&$.,dispos~ 

complictiteb si~n~t~~~~‘~n~ol~~~ both inter- and intra- 

;: Ipi].; t; 
‘; @I~ &nst&tty$i&& an”appiication,to~radiation_. 

can e reedi.Iy rephrased as an illustration of-the 
.‘pre&i~t approach. ~~e~c~nsider the different product ‘: 

less trx!.sitions~(~here radiative &d n’on-radiat&de- ‘. ‘1 

.- ciyirnodes c&pate) has been~‘prelimi.nary re@ted ,: 
,~-~Iy@ttiijn~ states ti a reaction, e.g.; -:. . . . . T ,.: _ [ 111 z.nd other applications are in progress.1 )’ ). .. . . ., ,. .., ‘. : ,, 

1.’ as~repr~se&n~ d&f&rent’reactiou paths so that P(yj is : 1 
the Fraction of prcducts, where HCl is in.the vth vibra- .: . 

:_$%I state. In the absence of information to ‘+:e con- 
[J 1 RD. Levine and R.B. Bernstein, h~o~ec,ular reaction dy- 

: namics (Qarendon ,Press, Oxford, 1974). 

trajr tie’kisumti that-all quantuni states of the pro-’ ,. [?I i%. Xenzinger and D.J: Wren, Chem. Phys. Letters 18 

_. ducts in&he vth iroup are equally. probable, .In other, ,. I: 
(19731431. 

\$ord.s,.tie a&iume no intragroup constraints so that 
133 J. Jortner, S.A. Rice and’R& Hochstmsser, Advan. 

: .1 ” 
: the.entrbpy of.Ihe’gr!oup y is S, = ?&-rgv’where g, is ’ 

,.Pb~tcchem. 7 (1969) 149, 
., [4] R._&h; biformation theory (Interscience, New York, 

the numbkr,o,f quantum states in thegroup. Then (8) ‘.. 1965) p. 8. _’ ‘,- 

fan bewrittenas- [S], R.D Levine and R.B. Bernstein, Gem; Phys.-Letteis 22 
‘. ,;- 1. ‘..; .,’ (1973) 217: ., 

*- s=-k CP(lJ)]rl[P(lJ)/g$ .; .’ (31j.. 
[6] A. BerGhaul, RD. ,Levink and R.B: Bernstein, 3. Chem. 

Phyj. 57 (1972) 5427. 
V . . 

. . :’ : . 
‘and the &i$rhts P(F) are to be deter~n~d from.inter- 

., [7] R.D. Levine, B.R. Johion and R.B. Bernstein, Cbem. 
Phyj. Letters 19 (1973) 1. 

“&~up do~+ints. ‘&is indeed is the procedure pre- [ 8] A. BerGhaul, Chem. P&s. 1 (1473) 244. 

~+-iSusl~ recommendedand employed [10,6-8]. The I?1 

~&I$ change is a channge in interpretation. In the pre- .. 
ILO1 

sent approach tie are quite explicit in &ognising that [111 
the weights of the youps reflect the outcome of corn- 
peti@ reaction paths. There is therefore no inherent 
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